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Paramount Channel on TivuSat In Italy
By Branislav Pekic in Rome

March 7, 2016

After launching in Italy on DTT last month, The Paramount Channel is now also available on satellite, with the TivuSat DTH platform.

Both the SD and the HD versions of the channel are available to viewers equipped with the TivuSat certified receiver and smartcard (no subscription is
required). In fact, the HD version of the channel will be exclusive only to TivuSa.

The Paramount Channel airs movies and TV series, as well as daily entertainment news, showbiz specials, locally produced programs as well as specials
to promote major national and international movie events.

Viewers have the possibility of watching programmes dubbed in Italian or with the original soundtrack in English, as well as the option of subtitles.

The Paramount Channel provides live streaming via its website (unfortunately only for viewers in Italy) and plans to introduce a dedicated app by mid-
2016.

With the arrival of the Paramount Channel, the number of TV channels on TivuSat has now reached 69, of which 9 in HD.
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Paramount Channel on TivuSat In
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After launching in Italy on DTT last month, The Paramount
Channel is now also available on satellite, with the TivuSat
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Channel is now also available on satellite, with the TivuSat
DTH platform.

Both the SD and the HD versions of the channel are
available to viewers equipped with the TivuSat certified
receiver and smartcard (no subscription is required). In fact,
the HD version of the channel will be exclusive only to
TivuSa.

The Paramount Channel airs movies and TV series, as well
as daily entertainment news, showbiz specials, locally
produced programs as well as specials to promote major
national and international movie events.

Viewers have the possibility of watching programmes dubbed
in Italian or with the original soundtrack in English, as well as
the option of subtitles.

The Paramount Channel provides live streaming via its
website (unfortunately only for viewers in Italy) and plans to
introduce a dedicated app by mid-2016.

With the arrival of the Paramount Channel, the number of TV
channels on TivuSat has now reached 69, of which 9 in HD.
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